Christ Our Hope Catholic Church

Faith in Laity Corner

Readings: Mk. 10;25-35

29th Sunday of Ordinal Times

Cup Drinking
The 29th week of Ordinary times places into focus the sad state of our world
affairs as they continue to unfold. There need during this time to honestly reflect on
whether our conscience can maintain a high level of empathy in the face of human
suffering. From which cup are we asked to drink? By calling ourselves ‘follower of
Christ’-Christians, it is expected that we take up our crosses, and carry them to the end.
In the Gospel according to Mark, we recognized the rising need among those close to
Jesus to inquire about their role and the possible reward for aligning themselves to Him
and proposed an expectation of some type of reward for their loyalty.
“Teacher, we want you to do for us whatever we ask of you.” (Mk.10:35)
It is in our nature to always seek our interest and to see how we can make things
work in our favor.
“James and John, the sons of Zebedee,
came to him and said to him...” (Mk. 10:35)
Jesus was willing to listen to the request of James and John the sons of Zebedee.
He replied, “What do you wish [me] to do for you?” (Mk. 10:36)
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Of course, Jesus knew where this was leading and permitted them to express their
desires. It was hoped that somehow these close Apostles would be able to have some
greater privileges above others.
“Grant that in your glory we may sit one
at your right and the other at your left.” (Mk. 10:37)
It was a bold request, but for one thing, these two brothers thought they
had sound backing, they did leave everything – their fishing business-boats, nets and
family; and loyally followed Jesus. This was in keeping with the fact that Jesus was to
bring the Kingdom of God to earth.
“Jesus said to them, “You do not know what you are asking.” (Mk. 10:38)
This was quite true they did not understand this Kingdom that Jesus was always talking
about. It was not one of this earth. So instead of considering their proposal, Jesus put
forward the idea of a ‘cup drinking’ challenge.
“Can you drink the cup that I drink?” (Mk. 10:38)
John and James were convinced that they were up for the task so far, and did not
conclude that it would be any more complicated in the future. Without a doubt in their
minds, they gave a resounding response.
“They said to him, “We can.” (Mk. 10:39)
Jesus knew they were talking not from experience, but with the hoping of grabbing
positions of power and recognition. Jesus was about to disappoint them.
“Jesus said to them, “The cup that I drink, you will drink...” (Mk. 10:39)
Jesus mind was on another reality these two brothers could not yet know.
How often do we compare ourselves with others? How often do we compare
what our lives could be like if we only…… if we only…? So often we observed appear on
the surface to be the trappings of successful people; totally unaware of the demands
required to
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‘drink from their cup.' Jesus did support them drinking from the cup, they were
unaware of how painful it would really be. Yet, there were some ‘calls' even Jesus could
not fulfill. The selection in this matter was up to the discretion of His Father in heaven.
“To sit at my right or at my left is not mine to give
but is for those for whom it has been prepared.” (Mk. 10:40)
Sometimes we can be too ambitious for our own good. We ask for gifts and
long for privileges, which we cannot handle. Yes, we can ask to drink from the cup of the
Master, what we have to remember is that His cup does not have the glamor and riches
in this world; it is to prepare us for the next.
“Those who are recognized as rulers
over the Gentiles lord it over them, and their great
ones make their authority over them felt.” (Mk. 10:42)
Again Jesus provides for us the pointers to gain heaven. We think to be in charge, is to
be in the forefront, with the most fame, attention, and money these are not what puts us
close to God, it is to be able to serve others, as often as we can. Drinking the cup is to
have the humility, is not to put yourself first, is to be able to serve others over self.
Society around us fight to win, to overthrow, to terrorize, victimize the weak, the
displaced, the lost and broken. What is in the cup you are drinking? Without service, the
brew in the cup will not get us to heaven.

************************
We pray for support and prayers for our twin islands of Trinidad and Tobago as severe flooding affecting a vast
number of people; with children gravely affected. Let us keep in contact with our family and friends in Florida,
South Georgia, the ongoing challenges of people in North, South Carolina, Puerto Rico, and those in areas of
Indonesia that our possessions can be shared with those who are in desperate need.
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Faith in Laity Corner is a weekly reflection of Sunday’s readings as interpreted and written
by Brenda Chee Wah, a lay parishioner of Christ Our Hope Catholic Church
Lithonia, Georgia. Available now on webpage/Facebook
http://www.christourhopeatl.org/becoming-a-catholic/christ-our-hope-catholic-church-weeklyreflections.php
Now on FaceBook – Christ Our Hope Catholic Church Atlanta
Your remarks, questions, and comments can be emailed to faithinlaity@gmail.com or parish Facebook page.
Scriptures: www.usccb.org
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